Feeling out of place in turn-of-the-century England, the Time Traveler journeys to the distant future to encounter not the ordered civilization of humans he expected, but a race that has become complacent in their paradise and apathetic to the horror in their midst in this Full-Cast Audio adaptation of the most famous and enduring travel epic of all Time. . H.G. Wells' The Time Machine.
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"SLAN" by A.E. Van Vogt

"Here's one of the greatest science fiction novels, dramatized with excellence by a quality cast, with music both futuristic and appropriate, and sound effects where they belong. The story itself is an early tour-de-force on mutation, extrasensory perception and genetic engineering. Young Jommy Cross, a member of the psionic "SLAN" race who were the cause of a major war in the 25th century. Five hundred years later finds the earth locked in a global police state, and slans hunted down in the streets. Cross is working to gain possession of a legacy from his father (advanced technology), discover the secret of the slan race and, above all, is fighting for survival. ---AUDIOFILE (2hrs.) $18.00 $29.88 CAN

"METROPOLIS" by Thea Von Harbou

"Music, drama, sound effects and futuristic imagination mark this supercharged, unabridged rendition of Thea Von Harbou's novel, which quickly became a classic after its silent film adaptation. The machines of a modern metropolis whir and click, pound and roar; they are hungry for the living masses of workers who are enslaved to them. A metropolis grown to Gargantuan proportions, of humanity fighting to keep its soul against the monster world of machinery, robots, and complexity that had been spawned in our own century. An outstanding account of this famous science fiction thriller, which creates a suspenseful ambience and nightmarish prophecies. An audio spectacular for high school, college, and public libraries". A classic of science-fiction which created an impact on the literary world that reverberates to this day". ---BOOKLIST (3hrs.) $18.00 $29.88 CAN

"THE LOST WORLD" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

"Although best known for his creation of Sherlock Holmes, the world's most famous detective, Arthur Conan Doyle was also a master at a kind of science fiction writing for which Jules Verne is so appropriately identified. The Lost World is a thrilling tale of finding dinosaurs and other life forms that had survived extinction at the top of a giant plateau, and what happens to those brave explorers who stumbled upon one of time's lost secrets. With a full cast production including original music and sound effects, The Lost World will please the most discerning listener. ---REVIEWER'S BOOKWATCH (2hrs.) $18.00 $29.88 CAN

"A MARTIAN ODYSSEY" by Stanley Weinbaum.

Weinbaum's classic short story is equally compelling in its audio book format: here the tale of the first manned Martian exploration which strands a scout ship makes for an especially compelling tale when paired with a full cast audio rendition. Highly recommended for any listener of science fiction. ---THE BOOKWATCH (50min.) $15.00 $26.14 CAN

Winner of the 1997 MARK TIME GOLD AWARD presented by The American Society For Science Fiction Audio
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